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Introduction
YellowDog enables you to provision compute on potentially multiple cloud platforms, automatically
coordinating the distribution of individual pieces of work to potentially hundreds of thousands of
workers and providing you with insight into the progress and status of your projects.
This document introduces you to the basic principles of YellowDog by demonstrating how to set up
the Platform and use it to provision compute.

Before you begin
In order to set up the platform for provisioning, you will need to prepare the following items:
· Credentials that enable you to provision instances from a cloud provider. For AWS, these

credentials would be the access key ID and key secret.
· Details of the cloud infrastructure in which you wish to provision, such as the region and any
cloud-specific information. For example, for AWS instances you will need the region, security
group and subnet.
You will need to request the following items from YellowDog :
· An account on a YellowDog platform. If you have licensed YellowDog through the AWS

marketplace this will already have been set up.

Platform setup
You will need to configure the YellowDog Platform so that it can connect to your cloud provider and
provision compute.
This guide takes you through creating the necessary objects in the YellowDog Portal, in the following
order:
· Keyring This securely holds the cloud credentials that YellowDog will use to provision

compute.
· Image YellowDog provides an image suitable for installing on most instances. You can copy
its details from the Images menu.
· Source Template The Source Template specifies a source of compute (a specific provider
and region, and optionally a specific instance type) that the application can provision instances
from. You may specify the image to use on these instances here, or in the Compute
Requirement Template.
· Compute Requirement Template A Compute Requirement Template holds all the details
necessary to provision the number of instances requested by the application, including the
Source Template to use.
Once these items have been created on the platform, they can be used repeatedly in different
provisioning requests.
1
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Creating a Keyring
You can view and manage Keyrings from the Account page:
1. Open the Account page.
2. Click on the Keyrings tab.
To create a new Keyring:
1. Click on the Add Keyring button at top right. The Add Keyring pane opens.
2. Enter the following details:
· Name A name that identifies the keyring or its intended use.
· Description Optional.
3. Click Create Keyring. The Portal will ask for your user password. This password is used to
encrypt your access to the keyring.
4. Click OK. The Portal will return a Keyring Password. Do not close this window! The
password will only be shown once.
5. Copy the keyring password and store it securely. If you want to allow other users to use these
credentials, they will need this password in order to do so. Once you have saved the keyring
password, it is safe to close the window.
A Keyring can hold multiple sets of cloud provider credentials, but only one set is required. To
configure the credentials that you want to use:
1. Click on the Keyring. The Keyring Details page opens.
2. In the Credentials section, click the Add Credential button. The Add Credential pane
opens.
3. Click in the Type box, and select the appropriate cloud provider (such as Amazon Web
Services Credential).
4. Enter the following details:
· Name A name that identifies this credential within the keyring. This can be as simple as
'AWS'.
· Description Optional.
· Provider-specific details. For AWS, this would be your Access Key ID and Secret
Access Key.
5. Click Add Credential. YellowDog will automatically check that the credential is valid.

Using an Image
You can view and manage your images from the Images page.
YellowDog uses a hierarchical structure (family, group and image) to enable provisioning on multiple
cloud providers by referencing a single YellowDog image object.
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YellowDog normally supplies some images that can be used to provision on multiple cloud
providers. Images that have been shared with you by another account will have a Namespace of
external.

Viewing a specific image within the image hierarchy
Using a shared image
To reference the shared images when provisioning, you will normally use the YellowDog ID of the
Image Group. The YellowDog Platform will automatically select the correct image from the group
when provisioning each Source. To copy the ID:
1. Click on the YellowDog Image Family. Its details will be shown in a separate tab, including a
list of Image Groups, as shown in the screenshot above.
2. Click on the
icon next to the Image Group name to copy the ID. If you have access to
more than one Image Group, you probably require the latest version.
Using your own image
You do not need to supply your own image in order to provision compute. When working with
YellowDog in the future, you can import your own images into YellowDog and manage them from this
page. For more information, see the Portal User Guide.
3
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Creating a Source Template
A Source in YellowDog is a specific source of compute. An individual Source defines the cloud
provider, the credentials used to access that provider, the specification of the instances required,
and the images to use on those instances.
In YellowDog, individual Sources are created from a Source Template that enables the instance
and/or image specification to be set at the time of provisioning.
YellowDog recommends you create a source that is compatible with AWS t3.small instances, in case
you later choose to run the demo application which is designed to work with these instances.
However, you can also run the demo with a Source Template that specifies a different provider and
instance type.
You can manage Source Templates from the Sources page.
To create a new source of compute:
1. In the Compute Sources page, at the top right, click the Add Source Template button.
2. Enter the following details:
· Name A unique name that identifies the source or its intended use.
· Source Type The cloud provider and general instance type, such as AWS Spot. After
you have selected a Source Type, you will be able to enter the specific details required
for that type.
3. Enter the source-specific details. For more information, see the cloud provider's
documentation. The following details are included for every source:
· Credential The credential to use to access this source, in the format
Keyring/Credential.
· Images ID Leave this set to Allow Any Image ID. You can specify the image to use for
provisioning here, in the Compute Requirement Template, or in the Compute
Requirement itself. Normally the image is set in the Compute Requirement Template or
the Compute Requirement, as this enables you to use the same provisioning setup with
different images for different applications.
· Instance Type Leave this set to Allow Any Instance Type. As with the Images ID, you
can set the machine specification you require from this provider either here or in the
Compute Requirement Template, depending on whether you wish to reuse the same
Source Template to fulfill multiple different Compute Requirements. For more information
about setting Image IDs and Instance Types, see the Portal User Guide.
· Region Use the dropdown to select from the regions available on your chosen provider.
2
This must be a region in which the image you will use is registered.
4. Click Create Source.
This Source Template is now available to be used in a Compute Template.
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Creating a Compute Requirement Template
4

You can ignore this step if you created a Source Template compatible with AWS t3.small
instances, as the demo application can automatically create the Compute Requirement Template for
you. If you created a different kind of Source Template, you will need to manually create a Compute
Requirement Template.
The simplest way to provision using YellowDog is to use a Static Compute Requirement
Template. This specifies a static list of Source Templates to use in provisioning, and how the
requested number of instances should be distributed between them. You can then create one or
more provisioning requests (Compute Requirements) that specify how many instances to provision
using these details.
To create a new static provisioning template:
1. In the Templates page, at the top right, click the Add Static Template button.
2. Enter the following details:
· Name A unique name that identifies the template or its intended use.
· Images ID Since you did not set an image or image family on the Source Template, you
must set it in the Compute Template or the Compute Requirement. To set the image on
2
the Compute Requirement Template, enter the ID of the Image Group .
· Provision Strategy Type This determines how compute is provisioned from the various
sources you have configured. The simplest strategy, single source, means that compute
will be provisioned from the single source that you setup in the previous step. Set this to
Single Source Provision.
4
· Sources The Source Templates
to use when provisioning using this template. Click
Show source library to add the Source Template you created.
3. Configure your Source Template.
· Instance Type Since you did not set an instance type on the Source Template, you must
set it here. Select a machine specification, such as t3.small.
· Image ID Leave this blank. This is sometimes used when a Provisioning Template uses
multiple Source Templates, if a different image is required for each.
4. Click Create template. Before leaving this page, you may find it useful to click on the
icon to copy the template's unique ID, as you will need this to run the Image Montage
application.
You have now set up everything that YellowDog requires in order to provision multiple instances.

Provisioning Compute
You can now use the Compute menu to provision compute using the items you have configured.
To create a new Compute Requirement :
1. At the top right of the page, click the Provision compute button.
2. Enter the following details:
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· Template The Compute Requirement Template

5

to use for provisioning this
request.
· Namespace You should use the same namespace that you used when setting up your
2
image .
· Images ID This is not required, as you specified the image to use when setting up your
Compute Template. You should only enter an Images ID if images have not been
specified in the Compute Template or Source Templates.
· Requirement Name This can be used, for example, to identify the purpose of the
requirement.
· Tag This is not required. A tag is essentially a user-defined property for this set of
instances.
· Instance Count The number of instances to provision. Set Maintain instance count if
you wish to attempt to automatically provision more instances to replace any that are lost.
· Instance Tags This is not required. Instance tags can be used to identify and organise
instances within the cloud provider.
3. Click Provision compute.
The new Compute Requirement is created with the status New, and will be automatically submitted
to the Compute Service. Click on it to view its progress, or to manage the requirement or its
individual instances.
Once you are satisfied that your compute has provisioned successfully, click the Terminate
requirement icon to end the requirement and release your instances.

Next Steps
Now that you are familiar with the basic functions of the YellowDog Platform, you can use these items
and the demo application to experiment with some of the options described in the Portal User Guide.
You may also wish to consult the Implementation Guide and use the SDK to create applications. For
more detail on using the YellowDog Portal, please see the Portal User Guide. These and other
documents may be found on the YellowDog Documentation page at:
https://docs.yellowdog.co/index.html. You may also find it helpful to view the Getting Started and
other video demos available from the YellowDog User Videos page.
If you need any more information or advice, please don't hesitate to get in touch. YellowDog can be
contacted in the following ways:
· Email support@yellowdog.co
· Telephone +44 (0)330 223 2499
· Office address

YellowDog
Runway East
1 Victoria Street
Bristol
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BS1 6AA
UK
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Helping people, businesses and technology
achieve their full potential
through intelligently orchestrating
the world's computing power

